Nuvista WIFI Scanner Application for Netsuite


WIFI Scanner Application for Netsuite is designed to support the data collection needs of
warehouse operations ranging from Purchase Order receiving process to Customer Order
fulfilment to Stock Take..



WIFI Scanner Application is a comprehensive and robust data collection system that simplifies
operations by streaming real-time information between the warehouse and Netsuite ERP.



WIFI Scanner Application handles all communications with your Netsuite ERP system. Users
select transactions and scan bar-coded data by using hand-held radio frequency (RF) scanners.
Warehouse Mobility formats the data and transmits it to your Netsuite ERP system. Any
feedback from Netsuite ERP is presented to the user exactly as it was received.



With WIFI Scanner Application, users work with data-entry screens that show only relevant data
fields, many of which are pre-populated with default values. It updates your Netsuite ERP
database with the same data integrity as transactions that you enter through the standard ERP
user interface at a desktop terminal.

Benefits






Automated Data Collection-It automates the data collection from receiving to shipping and
everything in between. While automating the data collection process and eliminating human
errors, it actually simplifies your business processes by cutting down the number of steps to
collect data.
Real Time – the WIFI scanner application updates all the NetSuite ERP records real time and also
provides users with feedback all in real time.
Reduced time in handling transactions –Automation of data collection from receiving to
shipping, results in reduced time to receive and ship material by almost 30%.
Improved Inventory Accuracy –With stock take process on scanner, it allows users to perform
Inventory count by scanning the barcode and update quantities to be adjusted to improve
Inventory accuracy.

Transaction on WIFI scanner application


Fulfil Items against a Sales Order



Fulfil Items against a Transfer Order



Receive Inventory against a Purchase Order



Receive Inventory against a Transfer Order



Receive Wholesale Customer Returns.



Fulfil Vendor Returns.



Stock Take
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Sample Screen shots from WIFI Scanner Application
1) Fulfil SO- This screen allows the operator to
fulfil the sales order, operator can scan the
barcode of the items and update the quantity
field to complete the shipment process.

2) Receive PO - This screen allows the operator to
Receive the Purchase order, operator can scan the
barcode of the items and update the quantity
field to complete the receiving process.
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